What is Degussa (Evonik) P25? Crystalline composition analysis, reconstruction from isolated pure particles and photocatalytic activity test
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ABSTRACT

Anatase and rutile crystallites were isolated from Degussa (Evonik) P25 by selective dissolution with a hydrogen peroxide-ammonia mixture and diluted hydrofluoric acid, respectively, and used as standard samples for calibration curves of X-ray diffraction analyses. The results showed that P25 contains more than 70% anatase with a minor amount of rutile and a small amount of amorphous phase. The composition anatase/rutile/amorphous could be determined by analysis of P25 mixed with an internal standard, nickel(II) oxide. However, it was also found that the composition of P25 used in this study was inhomogeneous and changed depending on the position of sampling from the same package. Comparison of activities of original P25 and reconstructed P25 with those of isolated anatase and rutile particles suggested a less probable synergetic effect of the co-presence of anatase and rutile.
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1. Introduction

Degussa (Evonik) P25, Aeroxide TiO₂ P 25, is a titania photocatalyst that is used widely because of its relatively high levels of activity in many photocatalytic reaction systems.
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Actually, it is not easy to find a photocatalyst showing activity higher than that of P25, and P25 has therefore been used as a de-facto standard titania photocatalyst; photocatalytic reactions of P25 have been reported in more than thousand papers since 1990 [1]. It is well known that P25 is composed of anatase and rutile crystallites, the reported ratio being typically 70:30 or 80:20, but it seems that nobody knows the exact crystalline composition [2], presumably due to a lack of methodology for determination of crystalline contents in nanometer-sized particulate samples [3]. Another myth, a hypothesis not proved scientifically, regarding P25 is that the co-presence of anatase and rutile crystallites induces the high level of photocatalytic activity; transfer of photoexcited electrons and positive holes between interconnecting anatase and rutile particles may enhance charge separation and hence improve the efficiency of utilization of electron-hole pairs [4]. However, as far as the authors know, there have been no reports showing enhancement of activity compared with pure anatase and rutile parts of P25 or with the anatase and rutile particles without any electrical contact: no data have been shown for expected lower activity of pure anatase and rutile particles alone. Thus, despite the long history of photocatalysis studies, it seems that we have not yet known what P25 is from the standpoints of structural and photocatalytic characteristics.

In a scientific sense, isolation of anatase and rutile crystallites from P25 is necessary to determine the crystalline composition and to check the synergetic effect of anatase and rutile. Isolation of rutile by selective dissolution of anatase from P25 has been reported by Ohno et al. [5]. Recently, we have developed a method to isolate anatase by preferable dissolution of rutile from P25 using a mixed solution of hydrogen peroxide and ammonia [6]. Our attempts to determine the crystalline composition and to check the synergetic effect of an anatase-rutile mixture using isolated anatase and rutile powder as standards are reported in this paper.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

The sample P25 was supplied by Nippon Aerosil in a scale of 1 kg. Anatase [6] and
rutile [5] crystallites were isolated according to previous reports. It has been reported that P25 contains an amorphous phase based on transmission electron microscopy (TEM) [7,8], but there have been no attempts to isolate the amorphous phase from P25. For reconstruction of P25 by mixing pure anatase, rutile and amorphous particles, a commercial sample of amorphous titania (Wako Pure Chemical) was used as well as the isolated anatase and rutile.

2.2. Characterization of titania samples

XRD patterns of samples were recorded on a Rigaku RINT ULTIMA powder X-ray diffractometer using copper K$_\alpha$ radiation (40 kV, 30 mA) with a scanning rate of 1 degree min$^{-1}$ (0.010-degree step). Peak intensity was measured by integration of a given peak, 101 (25.3 degrees) and 110 (27.4 degrees) for anatase and rutile, respectively, after baseline correction. Calibration curves for anatase and rutile were obtained by XRD analyses of samples of a mixture of isolated anatase and rutile powders with various ratios containing a 20wt% internal standard, nickel(II) oxide (NiO; Wako Pure Chemical). Procedures for other characterizations of titania samples were reported previously [6].

2.3. Photocatalytic reaction

Four test photocatalytic reactions were as follows: (a) oxidative decomposition of acetic acid in an aerated 5vol% aqueous solution, (b) oxidative decomposition of acetaldehyde (ca. 2200 ppm) in air, (c) dehydrogenation of methanol in a deaerated 50vol% aqueous solution containing hydrogen hexachloroplatinate(IV) ($\text{H}_2\text{PtCl}_6\cdot6\text{H}_2\text{O}$) for in-situ platinum deposition (2wt%) and (d) oxygen (O$_2$) liberation from a deaerated aqueous silver sulfate solution (25 mmol L$^{-1}$) along with deposition of silver metal on the surface of the photocatalyst. A 400-W mercury arc (Eiko-sha 400; ca. 25 mW cm$^{-2}$ at 300-400 nm) was used for irradiation at > 300 nm except for reaction (b), in which a 300-W xenon arc (ILC Technology CERMAX-LX300F; ca. 50 mW cm$^{-2}$ at 300-400 nm) was used. The experimental details were reported elsewhere: reactions (a)—(c) [9,10] and reaction (d) [11].
3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Crystalline composition analyses

Figure 1 shows parts of normalized X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of isolated pure anatase and rutile powders and original P25. Contamination of rutile in anatase was not detected, and vice versa. It should be noted that the widths of peaks at ca. 25.3 and 27.4 degrees for anatase and rutile, respectively, of isolated and original samples were practically the same. Since the width of an XRD peak is a measure of crystallite size (correctly speaking, depth of a crystallite measured in the direction vertical to the lattice plane giving the diffraction peak [3,12]), the results suggest that anatase and rutile crystallites were isolated without changing their size. Both the employed isolation procedures for anatase and rutile involved dissolution, and the relatively low isolation yields suggest that both crystallites were dissolved but that the small difference in the rate of dissolution induced negligible contamination. A possible reason for negligible change in crystallite size even under these conditions in which smaller particles may be dissolved faster is that the sizes of anatase and rutile crystallites in original P25 are narrowly distributed.

Figure 2 shows the calibration curves for anatase and rutile crystallites in P25. Linearity was observed for both plots as expected. Similar linearity was reported for the first time by Spurr and Myers [13] plots between weight and XRD peak intensity ratios of artificial anatase-rutile mixtures, and calibration curves reported therein have been frequently used to determine the anatase-rutile ratio in titania powders, neglecting the possible presence of amorphous phase. Use of an internal standard, such as NiO in this study, enables the determination of absolute content of anatase or rutile if pure anatase or rutile samples are obtained. However, we always face a problem that relative intensity of the XRD peak of a standard changes depending on the kind of standard [14,15]. (Although Jensen et al. claimed that "theoretical intensity ratio" could be obtained and that P25 consisted of 73% anatase and 18% rutile [16], there was no interpretation on applicability of obtained calibration curves to fine titania particles such as P25.) There are at least two possible reasons for this fact. One is possible existence of an amorphous phase, giving no XRD peaks, and the other is that XRD peak intensity may depend on the size of samples. The latter has been supported by the
results of comparison of amorphous contents evaluated by thermal and XRD analyses [17]; it was suggested that anatase particles of crystallites that are smaller than 30 nm might give less intense peaks. Therefore, it is necessary to make calibration curves using pure anatase and rutile crystallites contained in their original mixture for the determination of crystalline composition. Now, such ideal calibration curves have been obtained for P25.

Typical crystalline composition of P25 was evaluated to be 78% anatase and 14% rutile. Assuming the remaining 8% part corresponds to amorphous phase, the anatase-rutile-amorphous ratio is determined to be 78:14:8. This is the first example, as far as we know, of determination of crystalline composition for a sample which is originally a mixture, not an artificial mixture using pure crystalline phases extracted from the sample. However, during studies on reproducibility of the present crystalline composition analyses, we found that the ratio changed from time to time as shown in Table 1; it was sometimes observed that there was practically no amorphous phase even if a portion of the sample powder was collected from the same package. (Jensen's group reported similar fluctuations of crystalline composition of P25 using their method in different publications [16,18], but no relating descriptions were found.) Such fluctuation is attributable to inhomogeneity of the crystalline composition of P25. Ohno et al. observed anatase, rutile and amorphous domains in TEM images of as-supplied P25 [8], presumably because P25 is prepared by gas-phase flame synthesis; anatase, rutile and amorphous may be produced depending on the flame conditions. The inhomogeneity of as-supplied P25 in the same package was also supported by the fact that P25, which was suspended in water and then dried up, gave small fluctuation in crystalline composition (with appreciable decrease in photocatalytic activity the extent of which depends on the kind of reaction). Datye et al. claimed that P25 does not contain a detectable amount of amorphous phase [19] in contrast to the report [8] by Ohno's group as described above. This discrepancy can be interpreted by the inhomogeneity, in the same package and among different batches of production, of the crystalline composition of P25. Also suggested in Table 1 is that specific interaction between anatase and rutile crystallites and coverage of anatase and rutile particles with amorphous layers, as suggested previously [7], seem less probable, being consistent with the claims by Datye et al. [19] and Ohno et al.
[8], since the ratio of anatase to rutile fluctuated appreciably and the content of amorphous changed independently.

The results described above suggest that P25 is a simple mixture of anatase (major), rutile and amorphous (minor) titania with different ratios depending on the sample production batch and position in a package and that descriptions of the crystalline composition, if determined by a scientifically reasonable method, does not make sense; the observed crystalline composition, though appreciably fluctuated, reported here cannot be applied to P25 stored in other laboratories.

3.2. Reconstruction of P25 and photocatalytic activity test

Anatase and rutile single phase particles could be isolated from P25 with negligible change in particle size, while there have been found no ways for extraction of amorphous phase. In the following studies on reconstruction of P25 and photocatalytic activity test, commercial amorphous titania was used as an amorphous component. Since, as has been reported previously, photocatalytic activity of amorphous titania seemed negligible [17] and the content of amorphous phase was relatively small, the influence of using different types of amorphous particles is expected to be negligible.

Figure 3 shows the normalized photocatalytic activity of original P25, isolated pure anatase, isolated pure rutile and reconstructed P25 (R-P25), i.e, mixture of isolated pure anatase and rutile particles with amorphous powder in the ratio of 78:14:8, which was the same as that for original P25 used in this comparison. The liquid-phase process of isolation of anatase and rutile from P25 included the steps of washing with water, ultrasonication and drying at ca. 120 °C in air. Preliminary experiments revealed that the photocatalytic activity of as-received P25 was decreased (5—30% depending on the kind of reaction) by similar wet processes, though the reason is not clear at present. Therefore original P25 that was treated in a similar way was used, and its photocatalytic activity, i.e., reaction rate, was normalized to 100% in each reaction system.

First, R-P25 showed activity similar to that of P25 in the four kinds of photocatalytic reaction systems; the difference was −11 ~ +19%. These facts suggest that there was
negligible effect of change in surface structures on the activities even if any changes were introduced by the isolation processes. It should be noted that R-P25 was a simple mixture without any treatment; three kinds of particles were weighed in a reaction tube and a reaction solution was poured in the tube. The comparable photocatalytic activities of R-P25 also suggested the absence of strong interaction among the particles or negligible influence of such interparticle interaction, if present, on photocatalytic activity. Thus, it seems that anatase, rutile and amorphous phases in P25 behave independently when working as a photocatalyst. This is also supported by the fact that the weighted sum of photocatalytic activities calculated from those of isolated pure anatase, rutile and amorphous particles was also similar to the normalized photocatalytic activity of P25 and R-P25 in each reaction system, as shown in Fig. 3 (Relatively large difference in reaction (d), oxygen evolution, is attributable to error since the content of highly active pure rutile was very small.).

Second, except for reaction (c), pure anatase (reactions (a) and (b)) or pure rutile (reaction (d)) showed activity higher than those of P25 and R-P25, indicating that photocatalytic activity can be improved by isolation of active crystalline phase, anatase or rutile, depending on the kind of reaction. In other words, the results shown in Fig. 3 suggest the absence of a synergetic effect of the co-presence of anatase and rutile in P25 on photocatalytic activity. Ohno et al. reported that an artificial mixture of anatase and rutile crystallites had better photocatalytic activity than that of pure anatase and rutile alone [20] based on a plot of photocatalytic activity for oxidation of naphthalene as a function of anatase (rutile) content with a curve that is concave upward, i.e., optimum activity was observed with a 30% anatase sample. Figure 4 shows the plot of photocatalytic activity observed in reaction (a) as a function of anatase content in anatase-rutile binary mixtures without amorphous phase. It is obvious from the linear plots that an artificial mixture of isolated pure anatase and rutile crystallites shows no synergetic effect. Furthermore, a plot of the activity of original (water-treated) P25 was close to the linear line for artificial mixtures, being consistent with the above-mentioned hypothesis of negligible synergetic effect.

On the other hand, in reaction (c), the photocatalytic activities of P25 and R-P25 were better than those of isolated pure anatase and rutile particles, and the weighted sum of
normalized activities of pure anatase, rutile and amorphous phases was 74 (Figure 3).
Although these results might suggest a synergetic effect of the co-presence of anatase and rutile in P25 and R-P25, we doubt the reality of the synergism, since this photocatalytic reaction requires platinum loading onto a photocatalyst. It has been shown that only photocatalyst particles with platinum deposits in appropriate amount can be active [21] and that rutile titania shows activities comparable to those of anatase titania [11,22]. Therefore, distribution and size of platinum deposits should be the same on all photocatalysts, while it is actually impossible to completely control the platinum deposition. Analysis of the distribution and size of platinum deposits on P25 and reproduction of R-P25 with the same platinum deposits are necessary for proof of the presence or absence of synergism. Studies along this line are now in progress.

4. Conclusions

Studies on structural and photocatalytic properties of P25 using isolated pure anatase and rutile particles as a reference revealed that components of P25, anatase, rutile and amorphous phases behave independently without any interactions. This structural characteristic of P25 has been suggested by Detye et al. based on results of TEM studies [19]. Core-shell type or interconnected anatase-rutile composite structure and synergetic effect of the co-presence of anatase and rutile on photocatalytic activity of P25, both of which have been widely believed in the field of photocatalysis, are suggested to be myths, speculations without any scientific proof. Another important finding is that photocatalytic activity of fine titania particles such as P25 and the isolated anatase and rutile particles changes appreciably by a wet process, e.g., drying in air of paste with water, presumably due to aggregation of particles by inter-particle dehydration. Studies on this problem are currently underway.
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[2] The supplier, Degussa (Evonik) does not report the crystalline composition of P25. Many papers claiming the crystalline composition referred to papers which had not shown the method of determination.


Table 1  Crystalline composition of P25 collected from the same package.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>entry</th>
<th>%composition</th>
<th>anatase/rutile ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>anatase</td>
<td>rutile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure captions

Fig. 1  Parts of normalized X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of isolated anatase (solid line) and rutile (dotted line) powders and original P25 (white). Patterns of pure anatase and rutile were normalized.

Fig. 2  Calibration curves of anatase and rutile obtained using a mixture of isolated pure anatase and rutile with a given amount (20wt%) of NiO as an internal standard. Squared correlation coefficients of anatase and rutile were 0.9991 and 0.9989, respectively.

Fig. 3  Normalized photocatalytic activities of (from left to right) original P25, isolated anatase and rutile, commercial amorphous titania and R-P25 reconstructed from isolated anatase and rutile with amorphous titania in (a) oxidative decomposition of acetic acid in an aerated aqueous solution, (b) oxidative decomposition of acetaldehyde in air, (c) dehydrogenation of methanol in a deaerated aqueous solution and (d) oxygen liberation from a deaerated aqueous silver sulfate solution. Figures on the data of R-P25 show weighted sum of photocatalytic activities calculated from those of isolated pure anatase, rutile and amorphous particles.
Fig. 4  Photocatalytic activities of artificial binary mixtures of anatase and rutile without amorphous phase as a function of anatase (rutile) content for reaction (a). The average activities of original P25 samples are also plotted; since the exact crystalline composition was not determined for P25 samples, the horizontal error bar shows probable range of anatase content in anatase-rutile mixture, neglecting an amorphous phase.
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The graph shows the relationship between the percentage of anatase and the rutile/NiO intensity ratio. The graph compares the anatase and rutile phases, with the anatase phase plotted on the right y-axis and the rutile/NiO intensity ratio plotted on the left y-axis. The x-axis represents the percentage of anatase, calculated as (100 - % rutile). The graph illustrates the complementary nature of these phases.
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